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After a gloomy last quarter of 2011, the start of this year defied all expectations. 
Adrenalised by a flood of cheap money for Europe’s beleaguered banking sector and an 
eleventh hour agreement to extend a second bail-out to Greece, risk assets embarked 
on a thumping rally. Narrowing yields in secondary prised the primary market wide 
open, restoring access to funding for issuers with looming maturities. But the ECB’s 
unconventional measures, amounting to backdoor quantitative easing, mask Europe’s 
underlying problems - a still unresolved sovereign debt crisis and anaemic growth - 
suggesting primary market access could prove intermittent.

Debtwire’s 2012 Refinancing Report surveyed market respondents in the 

borrower and lender communities. The findings reveal contrasting views 

on the changes in market conditions in light of banks’ tighter capital 

requirements under Basle III and the scale of upcoming maturities.

Borrowers look complacent over potential volumes maturing in the next 

three years and a potential crowding of the refinancing window, but all 

groups of respondents have begun factoring in changes in the banking 

landscape as a result of the sovereign debt crisis and rising regulatory 

capital requirements. Both borrowers and lenders anticipate a greater 

switch from loans into bonds, with private equity and alternative capital 

providers also expected to play substantial roles in refinancing.

This is the second Debtwire Refinancing Report, presenting detailed 

results of a survey of 50 representatives from the borrower community 

(split between private equity firms and corporates) and 50 representatives 

from the lender community, with their views of market conditions ahead  

of their refinancing plans. We hope you find it a useful resource.

Robert Schach

Deputy Editor

Debtwire

robert.schach@debtwire.com



note fRom the sponsoRs

Fears concerning an upcoming ‘wall of refinancing’ have largely been abated thanks to a 
number of borrowers moving early to secure funding requirements. Nevertheless, lenders 
predict continued pressure on debt markets in the year ahead as companies seek to fund 
growth strategies amidst relentless volatility. 

The more onerous capital requirements of Basel III and scaled back 

lending by banks with substantial sovereign bond holdings are likely to 

push funding costs higher for certain borrowers, with the impact varying 

by industry and geography. In order to avoid expensive refinancing there 

will be a continued trend towards diversification of sources, especially 

where additional capital is needed to fund M&A and expansion into 

emerging markets. 

Banks and fixed income investors remain understandably cautious in 

a market still clouded by uncertainty. As a result, it is more crucial now 

than ever to approach the refinancing process in the right manner. Timing  

in particular is key in achieving optimum rates, so companies should  

be opportunistic about tapping markets. It is also important to ensure the 

business communicates a sound strategy: the benefits of preparing early 

for refinancing have long been stressed, but the usefulness too of  

an excellent business plan cannot be underestimated as a tool for 

improving the borrower’s standing in negotiations with lenders. During  

the refinancing process, companies ought not to fear making operational 

or strategic changes. This demonstrates adaptability and confidence, 

both of which are critical in enabling a business to take advantage of 

opportunities as they arise in a dynamic environment. 

With comparisons to last year’s survey findings, Debtwire’s 2012 

Refinancing Report illuminates the sometimes divergent perspectives of 

borrowers and lenders in the finance community, providing what we hope 

is valuable information about the trends and opportunities likely to be 

prevalent in the year ahead. 

Christian Savvides

Managing Director 

Rothschild

christian.savvides@rothschild.com 

Sean Lacey

Partner

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer

sean.lacey@freshfields.com

Klaus Kremers 

Senior Partner

Roland Berger Strategy Consultants

klaus_kremers@uk.rolandberger.com
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from the borrower community – 25 corporate issuers and 25 private 

equity fund managers in Europe – regarding their outlook for the European 

refinancing market. Respondents were questioned on the subjects of 

upcoming debt maturities, refinancing plans, market conditions and their 

relationship choices in a refinancing scenario. Interviews were conducted 

over the telephone and respondents were granted anonymity. Their 

responses are presented in the following pages in aggregate. Further 

details regarding respondents can be found in the Appendix at the end  

of the report.

boRRoweR suRvey

Methodology
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Survey

Majority of borrower respondents expect 
refinancings to total less than €5bn to 2015

Borrowers look complacent regarding potential volumes due for refinancing. 

More than two thirds (71%) think that less than €5bn will hit the market 

in the coming three years. Just over a quarter (27%) expects a minimum 

of €25bn. By comparison, just over half the lender respondents anticipate 

between €75bn-€150bn of debt coming up for refinancing between now 

and 2015.

Volumes will be driven by 2006 and 2007 vintage LBOs maturing,  

a French private equity respondent noted.

“There is a refinancing war that is going to begin as there is a lot that  

is going to turn up,” a UK corporate respondent warned.

How much debt do you expect to come up for refinancing  
in the market over the next three years?

71%

2%

8%

12%

2%
5%

“There is a significant disconnect between the 
refinancing expectations of borrowers and lenders 
which perhaps highlights some of the different views 
on the refinancing challenges that lie ahead, and 
perhaps that on average borrowers could be less 
prepared for the scale of challenges ahead.” 
Klaus Kremers, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants

“The volume of maturing debt will test capacity in  
the debt markets over the next couple of years. Strong 
borrowers should be fine, but in some situations a lack 
of alternatives will drive expensive amend and extend 
transactions with incumbent lenders.” 

Christian Savvides, Rothschild
 <€5bn  €5bn - €24.9bn  €25bn - €74.9bn  €75bn - €149.9bn

 €150bn - €299.9bn  €300bn - €499.9bn  €500bn - €1 trillion  >€1 trillion
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Corporates to lead refinancings, respondents say

The majority of respondents believe corporates will account for the bulk 

of debt refinancing, with over one third (35%) expecting at 0-25% PE 

/ 75-100% corporate split and a further 35% a 26-50% PE / 50-74% 

corporate split. 

“Most private equity deals were done in 2005-06 and seven years  

is the general maturity period,” a UK private equity respondent said.

“In 2011 many private equity owned businesses 
termed out their debt in the leveraged loan and bond 
markets, such that the balance of 2013 maturities  
is now dominated by corporate borrowers.” 
Greg Moreton, Rothschild

Percentage wise, how do you see the split of that debt  
between private equity-related debt and corporate debt?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Overall

Private equity firm

Corporate 27% 17% 9% 13% 17% 9% 4% 4%

18% 22% 18% 9% 14% 5% 9% 5%

22% 21% 13% 11% 9% 7% 7% 4% 2%

2% 2%

Financial Services expected to account  
for bulk of upcoming maturities

The Financial Services sector will likely represent the largest slug of debt 

to be refinanced, over a fifth of respondents (22%) said, followed closely 

by the Property & Construction industry (21%) and the Consumer and 

Retail sector (13%). 

“Normally Financial Services is the biggest sector, however they are 

getting refinanced by the ECB,” a Swiss corporate respondent noted.  

“The volume they need to refinance in the market is now much smaller.”

In which sector do you expect the bulk of refinancing  
to take place?

35%

35%

14%

16%

Percentage of respondents

 Financial Services  Property & Construction  Consumer / Retail  Energy 

 Auto / Auto parts  Basic Technology   Industries  Paper & Packaging 

 Media  Transport  Utilities

 0-25% PE / 75-100% Corp  26-50% PE / 50-74% Corp

 51-75% PE / 25-49% Corp  76-100% PE / 0-24% Corp
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Borrowers face maturity spikes in 2014  
and 2015…

Roughly 26% of the borrowers surveyed hit their maturity peak in 2014 

and 32% in 2015. Some 22% of respondents have significant debt falling 

due in 2012 and 2013.

“We have a slightly better maturity profile compared to the overall market 

since we were proactive in refinancing,” a UK private equity respondent said.

“There is a key benefit from preparing early for a 
refinancing process, and this is shown by more private 
equity back borrowers looking to refinance sooner 
rather than leaving it to later as more corporates 
appear to be doing.” 
Max Falckenberg, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants

When does the bulk of the debt you are planning to refinance 
come up for maturity?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Overall

Private equity firm

Corporate 8% 16% 24% 28% 8% 16%

16% 4% 28% 36% 8% 8%

10%12% 26% 32% 8% 12%

…that they plan to refinance in 2012 and 2013

Almost a third (32%) of the borrowers surveyed aim to refinance in the 

second half of 2012 and 26% during 2013. Private equity (PE) groups 

look set to be the first out of the gates, with 16% of PE respondents 

planning to refinance in H1 2012 and 36% in H2 2012, compared with 

4% and 28% of corporate respondents.

“With the ongoing crisis we will need to refinance sooner rather than later,” 

a private equity respondent commented. 

“We have already refinanced the debt for our portfolio companies but will 

take on new debt for acquisitions,” a private equity director added. 

“Financing windows, particularly in the capital 
markets, opened and shut throughout 2010 and 
2011 delaying a number of refinancings. We 
expected prudent sponsors and companies to make 
early preparations to deal with their upcoming debt 
maturities. The risks of leaving the preparation or 
execution of a refinancing strategy too late can be  
dire both from a survival and costs perspective.” 
Michael Steele, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP

When are you planning to refinance this debt?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Overall

Private equity firm

Corporate 4% 28% 32% 8% 28%

16% 36% 20% 28%

10% 32% 26% 4% 28%

Percentage of respondents Percentage of respondents

 2012  2013  2014 

 2015  2016  Beyond 2016

 H1 2012  H2 2012  Not until 2013 

 Not until 2014  Beyond 2014
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Turning point in refinancing market expected 
to take place in 2013

Borrowers expect market conditions for refinancing to be optimal in 2013 

and beyond. Just 21% see 2012 as the best time to refinance. Almost 

a third of the respondents (31%) believe 2013 will be ideal, with 25% 

picking 2014 and 23% choosing 2015. 

“You need to solve the European debt crisis for volatility to come down, 

which will take some time,” a chief investment officer at a private equity 

firm said.

“It will take until 2015 for the world economy to get back into shape,”  

a corporate director of finance commented. “Companies cannot fund their 

working capital requirements because they have to refinance debt and lose 

profitability. This moves us into a recession cycle which is a major concern.”

When do you see the market conditions as optimal  
for refinancing?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Overall

Private equity firm

Corporate 9% 9% 26% 26% 30%

8% 16% 36% 24% 16%

8% 13% 31% 25% 23%

“Accessing the deeper and more resilient US debt 
markets has been an attractive option in 2012 for 
those European borrowers who have a US presence  
or are in well-liked and clearly understood sectors.” 
Stephen Llewellyn, Rothschild

“With tenors coming under pressure and continuing 
unpredictability of lender behaviour and markets, 
refinancing strategy and contingency planning is now  
a continuous exercise for borrowers and their advisors.”
Swagata Ganguly, Rothschild

Percentage of respondents

 H1 2012  H2 2012  Not until 2013 

 Not until 2014  Beyond 2014
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Sovereign debt crisis translates into higher 
funding costs and fewer loan rollovers  

The biggest fallout from the sovereign crisis is banks with large holdings 

of government bonds curtailing lending. Nearly 80% of respondents 

highlighted it as a concern, and 30% as the primary impact.

Higher funding costs in the wake of heightened uncertainty caused by the 

sovereign crisis – the biggest concern for lenders surveyed – was flagged by 

78% of the borrower respondents as an impact, and by 16% as a key issue.

“It’s a situation Italian banks face,” an investment analyst at a private equity 

firm said. “They are not giving many loans because they have a lot of 

Italian government bonds on their balance sheets.”

“There is a potential for crowding out private investments if sovereigns  

are picking up all the liquidity,” a director at a private equity firm cautioned. 

“Polarisation of the market will happen, with weaker borrowers facing 

problems gaining finance while strong ones get easy access. This could 

lead to consolidation or a sell off by corporates.”

“Banks are in a tight position when it comes to lending, given the regulations 

that have been laid upon them,” a corporate director of global M&A noted. 

What impact is the sovereign debt crisis having on borrowers’ 
ability to refinance?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Negative impact only in respect of certain lower
rated credits / sectors / financing sizes

Little/no negative impact

Sovereign rating downgrades result in
corporate downgrades, increasing funding costs

Bouts of uncertainty periodically shutting markets,
reducing the window of opportunity to refinance

Increased uncertainty is sparking a sell-off in the
secondary markets, thereby pushing up primary

market pricing and resulting in higher funding costs

Exposure to sovereign debt is limiting banks’
ability to roll over loans

 80%

 30%

 78%

 16%

 64%

 18%

 58%

 20%

 28%

 2%

 2%

 2%

“The sovereign crisis has and will continue to impact 
on refinancing levels in 2012. This will be felt greater 
by medium- and small-sized companies, and also 
by underperforming companies as the gap to top 
performers continues to widen.” 
Klaus Kremers, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants

 Overall  Primary impact

Percentage of respondents
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Refinancing drives issue plans but additional 
capital demand strong

Refinancing upcoming maturities is the main driver for raising capital, 

with 74% of the respondents citing it as a factor, and 44% as the primary 

reason. But issuing additional debt will form a significant portion of 

upcoming financings, with 42% of respondents citing it as a factor,  

and 16% as the key driver. 

“If we want to grow we need capital, otherwise we will have to remain  

in a steady state,” a corporate managing partner and CFO said.

Why are you planning to refinance this debt?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

To meet rating agency
requirements

To smooth out a maturity
schedule

To refinance at lower cost

To raise additional capital

To meet an approaching
maturity

 74%

 32%

 42%

 12%

 28%

 2%

 14%

 16%

 44%

Additional capital will mainly fund M&A and 
geographic expansion

Almost two thirds of the borrowers surveyed (62%) are planning to raise 

additional capital and will use the new money for M&A, while 57% said 

incremental debt will fund geographic expansion into emerging markets.

“We are a Biotech company, hence we always need capital to advance,”  

a corporate managing partner and CFO said.

“There has been a noticeable shift to corporates focusing 
more on growth opportunities, having weathered 
the initial economic crisis but having streamlined 
working capital and liquidity – significant growth 
plans will require external funding.” 
Nick Parker, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants

If answered “To raise additional capital”, why do you need 
additional financing?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Capital expenditure

Dividend recap

To finance operations/
organic growth

Expansion into
emerging markets

M&A  62%

 19%

 57%

 14%

 10%

 Overall  Primary reason

Percentage of respondents Percentage of respondents
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Majority expect to refinance through 
combination of new and existing lenders 

Around 73% of the borrowers surveyed expect to refinance with a 

combination of existing and new lenders and just 17% solely with their 

existing syndicate, highlighting the decline of relationship banking. Some 

9% of the private equity respondents plan to amend and extend their debt, 

while all the corporate respondents expect to refinance outright.

“Many of our companies will not be able to meet their covenants, hence  

we need to refinance with existing lenders, as most other companies will  

not be interested in our distressed debt,” an investment analyst at a 

private equity firm said.

“We need to be opportunistic about banks’ changing situations and fine tune 

the composition of our syndicate,” a director at a private equity firm said.

How do you expect to do the refinancing?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Overall

Private equity firm

Corporate 84% 8%8%

9% 61% 26% 4%

4% 73% 17% 6%

“A combination of macro uncertainty, the Eurozone 
crisis and the pressures of moving to Basel III have 
combined to make lending a less attractive proposition 
for banks unless there is a wider ancillary business 
relationship – meaning borrowers need to focus much 
more on the allocation of their ancillary spend.” 
Christian Savvides, Rothschild

“The European financing landscape has changed 
dramatically over the last few years, both in terms 
of structures and products and also sources of 
liquidity and market capacity. In order to achieve 
their financing goals, many European companies will 
need to consider a number of alternative financing 
strategies and structures - having all your eggs in one 
basket can be a risky strategy.” 
Michael Steele, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer

Percentage of respondents

 Amend and extend instead  Refinance with a combination of both 

 Refinance with existing lenders  Refinance with new lenders 
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Forward start facilities remain niche

A quarter (24%) of the respondents plan to refinance using forward start 

facilities, provided by a mix of new and existing lenders in roughly two-

thirds of these cases.

“Forward start facilities tend not to be as popular 
when companies and sponsors are confident in their 
ability to find a longer term financing solution or an 
exit - they can appear costly in light of the relatively 
short term relief that they provide. In times of market 
uncertainty however, they are an important option 
to give borrowers breathing space and refinancing 
certainty and are likely to return in a meaningful way  
if financing markets remain anaemic.” 
Michael Steele, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer

Please specify if by a forward start facility

18%

4%

2%

76%

Senior secured and unsecured bond structures 
to lead refinancing  

Senior secured and unsecured bond structures are expected to be the most 

popular forms of refinancing over the next 12 months, according to 52%  

of the private equity and 63% of the corporate borrower respondents. 

“The bond market will increase in importance given the liquidity 

constraints of senior banks,” a director at a private equity firm said.

“Notwithstanding record years, the European high 
yield market was essentially shut for parts of 2010 
and 2011 however, partly as a result of constrained 
bank activity, we expect high yield bonds to continue 
to contribute heavily to M&A and refinancing situations 
in the coming years. Large leveraged M&A transactions 
now almost invariably require access to the bond 
market, so bank/bond structuring expertise is vital to 
ensure that borrowers can access pools of liquidity as 
required and in an efficient manner.” 
David Trott, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer

What bank/bond structure do you think will be most popular  
for refinancings over the next 12 months?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Overall

Private equity firm

Corporate 4% 63%33%

19% 29% 52%

11% 31% 58%

 Refinance with a combination of both  Refinance with new lenders

 Refinance with existing lenders  Not using a forward start facility

Percentage of respondents

 All bond structure with super senior RCF  Pari passu bank and bond structure 

 Senior secured and unsecured bond structure
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Banks lead, but still a role for private equity 
and alternative capital providers 

Banks are set to remain the key providers of capital, with 94% of the 

respondents selecting them as a refinancing route, and 52% tipping 

them to be primary providers. Bonds take second place with 60% of the 

borrowers surveyed citing them as a refinancing option, and 16% as the 

primary funding source.

“Many companies will not have the ability to reach the bond market and 

would not be interested in private equity. The only option left is banks,”  

an investment analyst at a private equity firm said.

“There is a definite shift towards bonds in Europe, and the US market is 

bringing in many investors,” the head of capital markets at a private equity 

firm commented.

Private equity and alternative capital providers – private equity, hedge 

funds, institutional investors and other non-bank lenders – will also likely 

play substantial roles in refinancing, with roughly half respondents seeing 

them as an option, and 10% as a primary solution.

“We are doing a lot of business with non-bank lenders,” a managing 

director at a private equity firm noted.

Who will be providing the refinancing?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

The stock markets

Non-bank lenders/
Alternative capital providers

Private equity

The bond markets

Banks
 94%

 50%

 46%

 14%

 52%

 60%

 16%

 10%

 10%

“Alternative capital providers have, and will continue 
to, pursue new money opportunities increasingly 
participating in underwriting of transactions 
particularly where there is an opportunity for enhanced 
returns through investment at various levels of the 
capital structure or the provision of emergency and/
or rescue financing. When we established Freshfields' 
initiative last year, we were not expecting a return of 
the commoditised volume mezzanine products of the 
pre-2008 era, however it is clear from our experience 
that alternative capital providers will be a very 
important source of capital for the right opportunities.” 
Sean Lacey, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer

Percentage of respondents

 Overall  Primary 
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Fewer respondents expect lenders to roll into 
new debt

Just 46% of the respondents expect more than half of loan providers to roll 

over during refinancing, and just 18% expect more than half of bondholders 

to do the same. This is sharply down on last year, when 71% of the 

respondents expected more than half to roll over, and 46% thought a similar 

proportion of bondholders would switch into new bonds in a refinancing.

“Bond investors are not suffering from liquidity issues while banks are,”  

a director at a private equity firm noted.

What % of existing lenders do you expect to roll into new debt?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Bondholders

Loan providers 8% 28% 10% 24% 12%18%

40% 28% 12% 4%

2%

14%

Tangible shift towards tapping bond markets 

Respondents expect bonds to play a bigger role in their funding mix,  

with 41% of the borrowers surveyed anticipating an increase in the 

proportion of bonds. Just 23% of last year’s respondents had expected 

bonds to form a greater share of their funding mix going forward.

“We don’t have any bondholders but we will change this,” a director at  

a private equity firm said.

“Basically what we are looking for is capital. We need to go to both banks 

and the bond market,” a corporate managing partner and CFO added. 

“The bond market will see increased liquidity and more investors,”  

the head of capital markets at a private equity firm commented.

How do you expect your funding mix to change between loans 
and bonds

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Overall

Private equity firm

Corporate 60% 4%36%

42% 46% 12%

51% 41% 8%

 None  20% - 35%  36% - 50% 

 51% - 65%  66% - 80%  81% - 100%

Percentage of respondents

 No change anticipated

Percentage of respondents

 Increased proportion from 
the bond market

 Increased proportion from 
the bank market
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Timing to hit advantageous market conditions 
biggest refinancing challenge

Over three quarters of the respondents (78%) see deal timing as the 

biggest challenge during a refinancing, and 38% cited it as the principal 

obstacle, likely reflecting concerns over the limited windows of opportunity 

during the second half of 2011. Borrowers also viewed timing to avoid 

sovereign risk volatility (40%) and competing deals (40%) as key factors.

“One day you go out and no one wants to buy, then you wait two weeks 

and you get the best quotes so timing is everything,” a private equity 

director said. 

“The market is very volatile and you need to wait for the window of 

opportunity to present itself,” a second private equity director agreed.

Covenant pressure remains the second most important concern, with just 

over half (52%) the respondents flagging it as a challenge, and 18% as their 

primary hurdle to overcome. Obtaining appropriate ratings slipped down the 

list of borrowers’ concerns to sixth place from third in last year’s survey.

“Sometimes you need to refinance because you know you might breach 

covenants, hence you must start negotiating beforehand,” an investment 

analyst at a private equity group said. 

What are the biggest challenges you encounter when negotiating 
a refinancing

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Obtaining appropriate rating

Potential to tap into
US markets

Timing to avoid
competing deals

Timing to avoid sovereign
risk volatility

Covenant pressures

Timing to achieve optimum
market conditions

 78%

 40%

 38%

 52%

 18%

 10%

 40%

 8%

 38%

 32%

 4%

Secured debt to form mainstay of refinancings

Borrowers will predominantly turn to secured instruments to refinance, 

with 96% of those surveyed expecting bank debt to play a role, and 56% 

highlighting senior secured bonds. Just over half (52%) see loans as the 

primary route and 18% picked secured bonds as the main component  

of a refinancing. Surprisingly, almost half (48%) see a role for equity in  

a refinancing, while a third (36%) thought unsecured bonds will form part 

of new financing structures. Private placements and mezzanine debt look 

set to remain sidelined, with just under a third (32%) of the borrowers 

expecting them to feature.

“Diversification of funding has become a key boardroom 
debate with borrowers considering bond issuance, 
private placements, receivables financing and other 
debt products to reduce dependence on the banks.” 
Francis Burkitt, Rothschild

What products do you expect to use as part of the refinancing?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Mezzanine debt

Private placements

Unsecured bonds

Equity

Senior secured bonds

Bank debt
 96%

 48%

 52%

 56%

 18%

 6%

 36%

 6%

 32%

 2%

 32%

 4%

Percentage of respondents

 Overall  Primary 

Percentage of respondents

 Overall  Primary 
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“The volatility in the high yield bond market through 
2011 has demonstrated the importance of tapping 
the capital markets opportunistically in order to 
obtain the best terms – and the key to being able  
to do that is being well prepared in advance.” 
Tom Smyth, Rothschild

“Early preparation is critical to ensure that issuers 
are in a position to access markets at the most 
opportune time. The high yield markets can open and 
shut very quickly but, in contrast, the lead time for  
a lot of transactions can be long. So early preparation 
is the key.” 
Gil Strauss, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer

Distrust of weaker banks on the rise when 
handing out refinancing mandates

Borrowers are becoming more cautious over banks’ ability to meet their 

commitments, with more than half becoming increasingly reluctant to 

mandate weaker banks on refinancing, or seeing signs of other banks less 

willing to partner up with lenders facing difficulties. The concerns are 

more pronounced among the private equity than the corporate borrowers.

“You want to choose your partners very carefully,” a private equity director 

cautioned. 

“With the regulations and pressures [on banks] this is clearly evident,”  

a corporate vice president of finance agreed.

Are you concerned over weaker banks’ ability to meet their 
commitments?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Overall

Private equity firm

Corporate 52%8%16% 24%

38%32%17%13%

45%29%12%14%

Percentage of respondents

 No Both of the above Yes, we are seeing signs of other 
banks becoming reluctant to partner 
with weaker banks on deals

 Yes, we are more reluctant  
to mandate weaker banks  
on deals
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Basel 3 implementation, sovereign debt crisis 
biggest hurdles to refinancing 

Reduced liquidity in the face of higher capital requirements to meet Basel 

3 regulations is the biggest concern for borrowers refinancing, with 72% 

of respondents citing it as an issue, and 36% as the primary difficulty. The 

knock-on effects of the sovereign debt crisis are the second most worrying 

macro-trends creating headwinds, with 68% considering it a problem, and 

32% as a key factor.

“[The sovereign debt crisis] is the primary reason for the tight borrowing 

situation,” a corporate director of global M&A said.

A prolonged period of anaemic growth is also troubling respondents, with 

52% viewing it as a concern, and 18% as the main obstacle to refinancing.

“It makes it really hard to asses if the company will be able to pay back 

the financing,” a private equity investment analyst noted.

What macro trends are affecting your plans to refinance?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

Currency issues

Concerns of a double-dip

Prolonged period of
below normal growth

Sovereign debt crisis

Reduced bank liquidity
ahead of Basel 3

 72%

 32%

 36%

 68%

 18%

 52%

 44%

 22%

 2%

Private equity groups plan operational 
changes to their businesses during refinancing

Corporate borrowers and private equity groups are pursuing markedly 

different strategies alongside their refinancing plans. The clear majority 

of sponsors (76%) plan to make operational changes to their portfolio 

companies while tackling their debt maturities, whereas just 20% of  

the corporate borrowers surveyed said they would take similar steps.

“There is always room for efficiency improvement,” a private equity 

director commented.

“We are planning to restructure the company and try to lower the 

breakeven point,” a second private equity director said.

Alongside the refinancing of the business, are you planning  
to make any operational changes to the business?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Overall

Private equity firm

Corporate 80% 20%

24% 76%

52% 48%

Percentage of respondents

 Overall  Primary 

Percentage of respondents

 No  Yes
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Keeping funding costs affordable key for 
upcoming refinancings

Availability as well as increased costs of funding are key concerns for many 

respondents planning to refinance.

“Due to the crisis, the funds are not always available, and when they are 

it’s at high interest rates,” a German corporate CFO noted.

“The key challenges are time, whether we can wait long enough to get 

better conditions, and risk aversion, with every investor asking us to sign 

with assured rates of returns,” a Spain-based corporate managing partner 

and CFO commented.

“Banks face many refinancings, and they might not have the time to look 

at ours properly,” an Italy-based private equity investment analyst added.

“With limited funds available you have to prove you are worth a sensible 

coupon rate, otherwise your funding cost becomes too great,” a French 

corporate finance director said.

Respondents also expressed concern over the economic outlook in 2012.

“A recession is the only challenge when it comes to refinancing,”  

a Romania-based private equity partner commented.

“The fact is the euro zone is in crisis,” a French private equity director noted.

“In the case of Spain, multiple public interventions and mergers create a 

difficult atmosphere as communication channels are constantly changed, 

and bureaucracy levels in the decision making process sky-rocketed,”  

a Spanish corporate group treasurer said.

Aside from challenging negotiations when it comes to refinancing, 
what would you describe as being the key challenges you will  
be facing in the months to come with regards to both financing 
and refinancing?

“During any refinancing process there is always room 
to include other changes to improve the business.  
This should be a healthy mix of operational and 
strategic measure to show to potential lenders of 
refinancing that the business is able to adapt and 
even take advantage of these challenging times.” 
Paul Sloman, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants
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Macroeconomic conditions biggest concern 
regarding availability of capital 

Respondents were almost unanimous (98%) in citing macroeconomic 

conditions as an impact on the availability of capital, with 42% 

highlighting it as their biggest concern. 

“The sovereign debt crisis spilling over into the [corporate debt] market,”  

a Swiss corporate treasury director noted.

“Everyone talks themselves into problems and the world talks itself into  

a crisis,” a UK corporate director of finance countered.

Just over half the respondents (52%) are concerned over the level of 

liquidity in the banking system, and almost a quarter (24%) over the 

regulatory environment. 

“I am not sure all the write-offs by the banks are done, so when they 

have further losses they will not be able to invest,” a Spanish corporate 

managing partner and CFO commented.

“The automotive supply industry has a problem with gaining finance,”  

a German corporate CFO added.

“German banks are struggling with Basel 3 and unwilling to refinance,”  

a German private equity investment director noted.

What are your three biggest concerns regarding the availability  
of capital to refinance? 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

No challenges

Borrower challenges

Other

Inflation / rising interest
rates / cost

Regulatory environment

Liquidity

Macroeconomic market
conditions

42% 28% 28%

26%

8%

6%

2%

4%

8%

6% 2%

10% 10%

4% 10%

12% 4%

16% 10%

52%

“The challenges across Europe and the World have 
put the macroeconomic climate into significant 
uncertainty over which direction things could go.  
Financial, economic and political issues pose many 
concerns that could tip the world economic climate 
in either direction.” 
Klaus Kremers, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants

 Primary concern  Secondary concern  Tertiary concern

Percentage of respondents
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In early 2012, Debtwire canvassed the opinions of 50 representatives from 

the lending community in Europe regarding their outlook for the European 

refinancing market. Respondents were questioned on their expectations 

regarding the amount of debt coming to market for refinancing and which 

sectors and countries will be most impacted. In some instances, and 

in order to present results for comparison, respondents were asked the 

same questions as those from the borrower survey. The interviews were 

conducted over the telephone and respondents were granted anonymity. 

Their aggregate responses are presented over the following pages. Further 

details regarding respondents can be found in the Appendix at the end of 

the report.

Methodology

lendeR suRvey
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Survey

Lender expectations on debt refinancing over 
next three years diverge, half expect at least 
€75bn - €150bn

Respondents had a wide range of views on volumes of debt issued by 

companies coming up for refinancing over the next three years. Almost 

a quarter (24%) expect to see between €25bn - €74.9bn, and close to 

a fifth (19%) expect between €75bn - €149.9bn. Just over half (51%) 

expect €75bn or more of debt coming to the market in the next three years. 

“There will not be any credit extensions now, thus all of the debt due will 

come up for refinancing, while there will be another €2trn of sovereign debt 

that will also be up for refinancing,” a funds manager noted.

“It’s clear that 2013 will be the year with maximum debt coming up, thus 

companies are trying to be ready with their strategies to ensure they get 

refinanced,” an asset manager said. 

“There is huge amount of debt maturing in these three years and 

companies do not have the capital to clear it,” a hedge fund manager 

commented. “There will be significant pressure on the lenders to refinance 

the debt as a number of companies will go bankrupt otherwise.”

“The refinancing rush is on now, there is a large fear of capital shortfall  

in Europe,” a special situations fund manager added.

How much debt do you expect to come up for refinancing  
in the market over the next three years?

14%

11%

24%

19%

5%

8%

8%

11%

Corporates account for bulk of upcoming debt 
maturities

Just over half (55%) of the respondents expect between 26%-50% of the 

debt to come from private equity deals, and 50%-74% from corporates, 

which is in line with last year’s findings.

“Most of the private equity debt was raised in 2004-2005 with a seven-

year tenor and has matured. Now it’s the corporate debt which will be  

up for refinancing,” an adviser commented.

“Private equity firms have been very active in the secondary market in the 

last couple of years and extended maturities, so it’s unclear how much 

debt has been cleared by them,” a prop desk trader noted.

“Corporates have strong balance sheets and cash flows and thus have 

better chances of getting refinanced,” an asset manager said. “They will 

be willing to take higher [interest] rates in order to fulfill their growth 

strategies like M&A and geographic expansion.”

“From a recent survey on the outlook of European 
private equity, the expectation is that 2012 will see  
a significant decline in the level of PE M&A activity.” 
Paul Jowett, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants

Percentage wise, how do you see the split of that debt between 
private equity-related debt and corporate debt?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

2012

2011 50% 26% 2%22%

23% 55% 22%

 <€5bn  €5bn - €24.9bn  €25bn - €74.9bn

 €75bn - €149.9bn  €150bn - €299.9bn  €300bn - €499.9bn

 €500bn - €1 trillion  >€1 trillion

 0-25% PE / 75-100% Corp  26-50% PE / 50-74% Corp

 51-75% PE / 25-49% Corp  76-100% / 0-24% Corp

Percentage of respondents
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Around two thirds (64%) of respondents expect the majority of refinancing 

to have taken place by the end of this year, with debt issuance peaking in 

the second half.

“Many of the companies have already started preparing themselves for 

refinancing as there will be stiff competition due to significant maturities,” 

a hedge fund manager noted.

“Lenders had extended maturity terms during last year, but they will not 

be able to give further loan extensions and by 2013 we will see either the 

major refinancing having taken place or a considerable increase in default 

rates,” a lawyer said.

“The debt crisis in Europe and developments in Greece have resulted in 

banks stopping refinancing for now, but they will resume lending once the 

situation improves,” a prop desk trader said. 

“Most refinancings will not happen until at least 
the second half of 2012 due to the high level of 
uncertainty and challenges in Europe: Sovereign debt 
crisis, high unemployment rates, national elections 
and growth driven by Asia.”  
Klaus Kremers, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants

When do you expect the majority of refinancings to take place?

4%

10%

50%

24%

12%

Financial services account for lion’s share  
of refinancing

Financial Services will account for the bulk of the upcoming refinancing, 

according to almost a third (30%) of the respondents, down from 41% last 

year. Property & Construction slipped from top spot into second place, 

with just 15% expecting the sector to drive refinancing versus 43% last 

year. Technology (12%), Energy (11%) and Consumer Retail (11%) are also 

key sectors in terms of upcoming debt maturities, survey participants said.

“A high percentage of bank loans are stuck in the Property & Construction 

sector and a lot of them have already become non-performing,” a 

leveraged loan market participant said. “Now, governments are stepping  

in to safeguard the interests of banks and reduce defaults.”

“Pressure to keep the financial industry out of default and sustain the 

market is high,” a funds manager agreed. “Sovereign debt issues have 

affected sentiment badly, so defaults by financial institutions would cause 

widespread panic.”

In which sector do you expect the bulk of refinancing to take place? 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

2012

2011 43% 4% 4%

2% 2% 2%

2%41%

30% 15% 12% 11% 11% 9% 6% 2%

2%2%

 They already have  H1 2012  H2 2012  Not until 2013  Not until 2014

Percentage of respondents

 Financial Services  Property & Construction  Technology  Energy 

 Consumer / Retail  Infrastructure   Auto / Auto parts  Chemicals and Materials

 Basic Industries  Media
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UK accounts for largest share of refinancing

Respondents continue to expect UK companies to account for the largest 

share of refinancing. Some 38% tipped the UK (down from 53% last year), 

followed by 32% who think German firms have the biggest volume of debt 

coming for refinancing, and 10% who opted for Spain. 

“Germany has a stable market with the lowest number of defaulting 

companies. Lenders will not have any problem refinancing in Germany,”  

a lawyer commented. 

In which country do you expect the bulk of refinancing to  
take place?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

2012

2011 20% 23%

2% 1%

1%53%

38% 10% 8%32% 6% 6%

Sovereign sell-off translates into rising 
refinancing costs

The key impact of the sovereign crisis is higher funding costs as a result  

of the sell-off in secondary markets caused by heightened uncertainty,  

the majority (62%) of the respondents said.

Shorter windows during which to refinance and reduced lending by banks 

exposed to tottering peripherals were in joint second place, with 58% of 

respondents citing them as consequences of Europe’s government debt 

problems.

“In Europe sovereign debt is the mother of all problems,” a prop desk 

trader commented. 

“Greece and Portugal may default which will have adverse affects on the 

euro. The uncertainty over a breakdown of the European Union is causing 

investors to pull out resulting in a liquidity shortage,” a financial adviser 

commented. 

“The sovereign debt crisis will primarily affect small companies with lower 

financing requirements, as their business sustainability is more doubtful. 

Sectors like Construction, Real Estate and Financial Services will be 

impacted too due to their poor performance,” a hedge fund manager noted.

What impact is the sovereign debt crisis having on borrowers’ 
ability to refinance?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Little/no negative impact

Negative impact only in respect of certain lower
rated credits / sectors / financing sizes

Sovereign rating downgrades result in corporate
downgrades, increasing funding costs

Bouts of uncertainty periodically shutting markets,
reducing the window of opportunity to refinance

Exposure to sovereign debt is limiting banks’
ability to roll over loans

Increased uncertainty is sparking a sell-off in the
secondary markets, thereby pushing up primary

market pricing and resulting in higher funding costs
 62%

 58%

 58%

 42%

 18%

 2%

Percentage of respondents

 UK  Germany  Spain  Italy  France  Ireland

Percentage of respondents
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Lenders expect amend and extend to 
dominate refinancing

More than half of those polled (52%) expect borrowers to refinance through 

amend and extend arrangements. Refinancing through new lenders is the 

next most likely route, with 28% of respondents picking this option.

“Many either want to amend and extend or continue with their existing 

lenders, but the uncertain conditions and huge demand for refinancing has 

resulted in borrowers having to keep their options open with new lenders 

too,” an asset manager said. “In the current market existing lenders may 

suddenly refuse to refinance.” 

How do you expect borrowers to refinance? 

28%

52%

12%

8%

“There has been a clear trend of European 
banks withdrawing to their domestic markets and 
withdrawing support for even longstanding clients 
who fall outside – making geographical focus one  
of the key determinants of where and how borrowers 
find liquidity in the bank market.” 
Helier Paveley-Drage, Rothschild

 Amend and extend instead  Refinance with a combination of both

 Refinance with existing lenders  Refinance with new lenders
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Banks likely to remain primary providers 
during refinancing

Respondents kept their faith in banks, with 80% expecting them to 

provide refinancing, in line with 81% last year. However just 50% of  

the survey participants expect banks to be the primary providers. Bonds 

are increasingly playing a key role, with 64% seeing them as providers 

and 28% as primary providers of refinancing. Last year just 15% of 

respondents considered the bond market as a primary source of liquidity for 

refinancing. Just under half the respondents (46%) saw private equity and 

other alternative capital providers as liquidity providers during refinancing, 

and 9% as the primary providers.

“Banks are not willing to lend and refinance every borrower. Weak stock 

markets last year have eroded the values of companies and even other 

types of lenders are unwilling to refinance,” an investment banker said. 

“But the bond markets have given an opportunity for both the lenders  

and borrowers to have a mutual refinancing agreeable to both.”

“There is a shift towards bond markets, but the banks will still be primary 

lenders until 2013,” an asset manager said. “If the sovereign debt crisis 

eases, stock markets will recover and lead refinancing. Private equity will 

be more active in the secondary market.”

“The reluctance of banks to lend will keep demand for bonds high for 

some more time,” a special situations investor said. “Private equity will 

now take advantage of the debt situation by acquiring distressed assets.”

Who will be providing the refinancing?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

The Stock Markets

Non-bank lenders/
Alternative capital providers

Private equity

The Bond Markets

Banks
 80%

 64%

 28%

 50%

 46%

 9%

 46%

 9%

 26%

 4%

“Some banks still appear more reluctant to agree on 
recapitalisations and to finance leverage buyouts but 
are still seen as the most likely source of refinancing.” 
Bernd Brunke, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants

“There is increased scrutinising within banks around 
their exposure to certain debt products, geographies 
and sectors and to single name concentration. It is far 
from guaranteed that a bank syndicate will simply roll 
into a refinancing even on better terms. This opens 
up opportunities for market participants to approach 
borrowers with alternative refinancing solutions.” 
Sean Lacey, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer

 A provider  Primary provider

Percentage of respondents
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Loans set to lead refinancing

Loans have the edge over bonds during refinancing, with 84% of 

respondents picking bank debt as a product for refinancing, and 36% 

seeing it as the primary choice. Some 71% selected bonds overall and 

33% as the primary source of liquidity. This is a reversal of last year’s 

predicitions, when most respondents picked bonds over loans. Just over 

half (51%) expect mezzanine to play a role during refinancing but only 2% 

think it will be the primary form of debt.

“High yield bonds will be used by big corporates who are not able 

to get bank debt or other forms of finance due to bad credit ratings,” 

an investment banker said. “It will not be used by small and medium 

companies who need the maximum volume of refinancing.”

What products will they use?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Private placements

Equity

Investment grade bonds

Mezzanine debt

High yield bonds

Bank debt
 84%

 71%

 33%

 36%

 51%

 2%

47%

 13%

 9%

 7%

 39%

 45%

Loans and bonds dominate refinancing split

Respondents’ views on the likely split among refinancing instruments 

largely reflects the previous answers, with some 28% expecting bank  

debt to account for 46%-60% of refinancing, and 16% tipping bonds  

to represent a similar share. Just over a third (34%) expect mezzanine  

to account for between 16%-30%.

Between all those that you mentioned, what will be the likely split? 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Private placements

Equity

Investment grade bonds

Mezzanine debt

High yield bonds

Bank debt

28% 20% 16%

2%

2%32%

20% 38% 10% 28% 4%

56%

62% 24% 8% 4%

12% 26% 6%

2%34%14%50%

56% 14% 20% 6% 4%

2%

 Overall  Primary choice

Percentage of respondents Percentage of respondents

 None  5% - 15%  16% - 30%  31% - 45%  46% - 60%  61% - 75%
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All bond structures with RCF expected

Respondents were broadly split over the most popular bond structures for the 

next 12 months. Some 38% picked all bond packages including super senior 

RCF, followed by 34% selecting senior secured and unsecured structures and 

28% choosing pari passu secured bank and bond arrangements.

What bank/bond structure do you think will be most popular  
for refinancings over the next 12 months?

28%

38%

34%

Timing is everything when refinancing

Timing to achieve optimum market conditions is a key challenge when 

negotiating a refinancing, according to 88% of the respondents, and the 

biggest single difficulty according to 30%. Covenant pressures are the 

next largest obstacle, with 66% of the respondents citing it as a challenge, 

and 26% as the biggest hurdle. 

“All of the above are big challenges, but currently it’s the sovereign debt 

risk which is the most worrying,” a funds manager said.

“Sovereign debt problems are high in Europe and are now degrading 

countries’ credit ratings, increasing problems during refinancing 

negotiations,” an asset manager agreed. 

What are the biggest challenges you encounter when negotiating 
a refinancing?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Potential to tap into
US markets

Timing to avoid
competing deals

Timing to avoid sovereign
risk volatility

Obtaining appropriate rating

Covenant pressures

Timing to achieve optimum
market conditions

 88%

 66%

 26%

 30%

 50%

 24%

 48%

 12%

 34%

 6%

 28%

 2%

 All bond structure with 

super senior RCF

 A big challenge  The biggest challenge

Percentage of respondents

 Senior secured and 
unsecured bond structure

 Pari passu senior secured 
bank and bond structure
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Weaker banks risk being frozen out

Rising uncertainty in the wake of the sovereign crisis is enveloping 

interbank dynamics, with respondents citing experiences of some banks 

struggling to win mandates on concerns over their financial strength. 

Almost half (48%) noted that banks are more reluctant to partner with 

weaker banks on deals, and 14% saw evidence of borrowers bypassing 

weaker banks.

“If a company wants to exercise control over a 
refinancing process, it should fully understand the 
terms of its existing debt. Refinancing planning should 
not be simply driven by maturity dates; covenant 
pressure and cash flow tightness can quickly change 
the complexion of refinancing negotiations.”
Sean Lacey, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer

Have you seen any changes in interbank dynamics during 
refinancing talks on deals and new financing mandates?

38%

14%

28%

20%

Getting books in order

Companies hoping to refinance should prepare their balance sheets and 

complete their audits to prepare for refinancing, according to 30% of 

the respondents. Some 18% advocated having a solid business plan, 

followed by 14% recommending thorough research and analysis. Just 8% 

suggested starting the process early, a sharp reversal from last year when 

this was considered the most important step by respondents.

“Our experience has shown that businesses 
underestimate the need for a robust and realistic 
business plan as part of the refinancing process.  
Also, both lenders and borrowers maintaining their 
relationship can also significantly help the whole 
process run much more smoothly.” 
Klaus Kremers, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants

“In preparing to refinance, it is important to properly 
evaluate alternative debt products and providers, 
to design a clear process to establish and maintain 
momentum and to present a thorough, robust 
business plan.”  
Richard Sedlacek, Rothschild

How should businesses best prepare for a refinancing?

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Begin the process early

Maintain relationships
with lenders

Be prepared to compromise

Conduct thorough
research/analysis

Have a solid business plan

Prepare balance sheet/
complete audit

 30%

 14%

 18%

 12%

 10%

 8%

Percentage of respondents

 No change  Yes, we have seen 
borrowers reluctant 
to mandate weaker 
banks

 Both of the 
above

 Yes, other banks 
have become more 
reluctant to partner 
with us in deals

 Yes, we have become 
more reluctant to 
partner with weaker 
banks on deals
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Defaults on the rise

Respondents have become more pessimistic about default rates, with 

48% anticipating a rise in default rates over the next 12 months compared 

to 37% last year. 

“We are starting with very low levels and conditions are going to be difficult,” 

an asset manager noted. 

“Small and medium enterprises will not be able to refinance their debt and 

default,” a fund manager added.

“Many companies have already removed their non-performing assets and 

are stable now in their business, so I see default rates coming down,”  

a hedge fund manager countered. 

“The difficult trading environment for many companies 
will trigger defaults, but the starting point is different 
this time – the number of significantly over-levered 
balance sheets out there is lower following the last 
wave of restructurings and the more conservative debt 
markets we have experienced since.” 
Christian Savvides, Rothschild

How do you expect default rates to develop over the next  
12 months?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

2012

2011 16%47%37%

48% 36% 16%

Pace of financial restructuring to pick up

Some 52% of respondents expect the likely rise in defaults to spur the 

pace of financial restructuring cases going forward, up from 39% last year. 

But just 16% sat on the fence, expecting no impact, and almost a third 

(32%) think the pace would decrease if the number of defaults climbs.

“An increase in the default rates will be a big concern for governments 

wanting to stabilise the market,” a fund manager noted. “They will put 

tremendous pressure on banks and other lenders to start refinancing.”

“Rising default rates will spark a further sell off of unwanted assets  

to clear the debt,” a financial adviser added.

“We expect default rates to increase and to impact 
the number of restructuring cases, although we are 
yet to really see the pace increase so far.” 
Klaus Kremers, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants

What kind of impact could that have on the pace of financial 
restructuring cases going forward?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

2012

2011 30%31%39%

52% 16% 32%

 Increase  Remain the same  Decrease

Percentage of respondents

 Increase the pace  It will have no impact  Decrease the pace

Percentage of respondents
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Maturity wall splits respondents

Fears over the impending ‘maturity wall’ have increased, with 36% of the 

respondents expressing concern compared to 31% in last year’s survey. 

However, the number of respondents relaxed over the issue has also risen, 

climbing to 18% from 13% the prior year, highlighting diverging attitudes.

“It’s very difficult to predict the impact of the situation and from here it 

looks concerning,” a fund manager commented. 

“The ‘wall of refinancing’ could push up defaults and many businesses 

could go bankrupt,” a hedge fund manager agreed.

“The refinancing requirements of many European 
companies remain very significant, many are levered 
above levels that will be acceptable to the financing 
market. There is no easy solution and a variety of tools 
will be required. We expect a number of companies  
to struggle to refinance and to receive restructuring.” 
David Trott, Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer

How would you describe the overall market sentiment towards 
the ‘wall of refinancing’?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

2012

2011 13%56%31%

36% 46% 18%

Macro-economic concerns weigh on outlook

Respondents are clearly concerned by the macro-economic outlook and 

the lack of liquidity in the market, with over 20% citing it as their first  

or second biggest concerns, and over 10% as their third highest concern. 

Inflation and rising interest rates also troubled respondents, followed by 

competition among borrowers. 

What are your three biggest concerns regarding the availability  
of capital to refinance? 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Regulatory environment

Other / undefined

Borrower challenges

Competition by borrowers

Inflation / rising interest
rates / cost

Liquidity / availability of debt

Macroeconomic concerns 22% 30% 12%

18%22%24%

14% 12% 12%

12%

10% 6%

6%

6%

12%

4% 2%

2%

 Concerned  Neutral  Relaxed

Percentage of respondents

 Primary concern  Secondary concern  Tertiary concern

Percentage of respondents
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Are you a corporate or private equity investor?

50%50%

 Private equity firm  Corporate

In which European sub-region are you primarily based?

28%

22%

12%

10%

8%

6%

6%

4%
4%

 UK & Ireland  Germanic  Nordic  France  Italy 

 Iberia  Benelux  CEE  SEE
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lender Survey reSpondentS’ inforMation

In which market are you primarily involved:

50%50%

 The leveraged market  The corporate market
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The challenge to refinance European debt is growing. As regulations tighten, and 
with bank capital in short supply, companies are becoming more dependent on 

capital markets to refinance debt.

Freshfields can help you through this challenge. We’ve worked on some of the 
most complex deals in Europe for both borrowers and lenders.

We have the experience and creativity to help your business with any 
restructuring mechanisms, from new money facilities, high-yield bonds and 

forward start facilities to amend and extends, equity and M&A.

We want to make sure you get the best possible outcome 
 – we’re with you every step of the way.

freshfields.com
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP
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case study:  
com hem ab

The acquisition of Com Hem AB, a leading Swedish television, broadband 

and cable company, by BC Partners was one of the largest LBO transactions 

in Europe during 2011. Freshfields acted for the arrangers of the SEK7.1bn 

senior loan facilities, including the bank/bond structuring, the intercreditor 

arrangements and the hedging arrangements. 

Given the size of the transaction and the prevailing market conditions 

at the time, the acquisition (and refinancing of existing target debt) was 

funded from a number of different sources:

• SEK7,100,000,000 senior loan facilities; 

• SEK3,510,000,000 senior secured bridge facilities (refinanced after 

closing by senior secured notes ranking pari passu with the senior loan 

facilities); 

• SEK3,185,000,000 high yield bridge facility (refinanced after closing 

by high yield notes); and 

• (unsecured) SEK1,379,360,604 PIK loan facilities.  

Bespoke documentation was required to accommodate this multi-layered 

capital structure, including innovative intercreditor terms to regulate the 

respective rights and obligations of the different classes of creditors (and 

accommodate the different types of debt instruments). This included 

negotiated provisions on:

• the ‘capped’ voting technique, which sees the senior secured notes' 

voting rights capped at 25% when the senior secured notes are within 

the range of 25% to 66.66% of the total senior secured liabilities, and 

with the senior secured notes voting equally with the senior bank debt 

when the senior secured notes fall above or below that range;  

• enforcement standstills; 

• payment blockages (including, in certain circumstances, blocks  

on upstreaming money to the high yield issuer); 

• liability release mechanics (designed to protect fair value for junior 

creditor classes); 

• a pre-wired ability to refinance various classes of debt with other 

acceptable funding sources (subject to various limitations and 

restrictions); and 

• entrenched rights for each class of creditor.

The transaction was completed in July against the backdrop of 

increasingly challenging financing markets. A number of amendments 

were negotiated, after closing, to reflect market appetite for the different 

elements of the capital structure. As a result of those changes, the arrangers 

and BC Partners were able to syndicate the senior loan facilities, refinance 

each of the bridge facilities in the debt capital markets and distribute the 

PIK loans. 

This transaction showed that large leveraged finance transactions that use 

innovative technology and structuring skills to enable access to different 

pools of liquidity and maximise market capacity are possible, even in 

uncertain market conditions (particularly in a bank or bond context). 

The transaction is an important precedent for the market. The structuring 

techniques and documentation used are expected to set the benchmark 

for future bank or bond transactions. 

Note: This case study was written and provided by Freshfields Bruckhaus 

Deringer LLP.
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The challenge to refinance European debt is growing. As regulations tighten, and 
with bank capital in short supply, companies are becoming more dependent on 

capital markets to refinance debt.

Freshfields can help you through this challenge. We’ve worked on some of the 
most complex deals in Europe for both borrowers and lenders.

We have the experience and creativity to help your business with any 
restructuring mechanisms, from new money facilities, high-yield bonds and 

forward start facilities to amend and extends, equity and M&A.

We want to make sure you get the best possible outcome 
 – we’re with you every step of the way.

freshfields.com
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP



Our key restructuring focus areas

 > Cash management
 > Business planning
 > Interim management / CRO
 > Stakeholder negotiation
 > Restructuring targeting
 > Implementation support, 
including measure 
management

 > Due diligence
 > Investments / divestments

STRATEGIC RESTRUCTURING

OPERATIONAL RESTRUCTURING

FINANCIAL RESTRUCTURING

Supported by

Integrated in business plan

COmPANy PROFILE 
Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, founded in 1967, is one of the world’s leading 
strategy consultancies. With 2,500 employees working in 47 offices in 35 coun-
tries worldwide, we generate the majority of our business internationally. 
Roland Berger is an independent partnership owned by about 220 Partners. Its 
global Competence Centres specialise in specific industries or functional issues. 
We handpick interdisciplinary teams from these Competence Centres to devise 
tailor-made solutions. 
At Roland Berger, we develop customised, creative strategies together with our cli-
ents. Providing support in the implementation phase is particularly important to us, 
because that’s how we create real value for our clients. Our approach is based on 
the entrepreneurial character and individuality of our consultants – “It’s character 
that creates impact”. 

CONSULTING SERvICES
We provide top management and investors / creditors with outstanding restructur-
ing concepts, having performed more than 2,100 cases:  strategic, operational 
and financial restructuring is where we truly excel. In addition, we support the en-
tire implementation process and ensure that necessary actions are taken quickly. 
Further topics include structural realignment, liquidity management, insolvency is-
sues, business planning and interim management.
For corporate excellence projects, we offer advice in strategic positioning, port-
folio management, transformation, PmI, process reengineering, cost reduction 
and working capital optimisation. Key organisational topics include headquarters 
organisation, HR management, change management, shared services, corporate 
governance, overhead optimisation and reviewing management structures and pro-
cesses. This process is always heavily supported by our industry experts.

REFERENCES
Fundamentally restructuring companies, consulting on mergers, acquisitions and 
financing issues,  developing strategic concepts and implementing comprehensive 
programmes as well as optimising organisations and processes – these projects 
set the basis for a company’s future. 
Our Corporate Performance Competence Centre taps the expertise of Roland 
Berger Strategy Consultants to support our clients in tackling these key business 
issues. This expertise is built on over 40 years of relevant project work and studies 
with clients from all industries.

CONTACT
Klaus Kremers
SENIOR PARTNER, London Office
Tel: +44 (0)20 3075 4117
Fax: +44 (0)20 7224 4110
klaus_kremers@uk.rolandberger.com

www.rolandberger.com
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case study:  
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Following rapid international expansion, a large international automotive 

supplier came under pressure during the 2008-09 financial crisis, as 

financing became more difficult to obtain and automotive demand dropped 

sharply. Through validating its business planning and jointly defining a 

range of measures, Roland Berger Strategy Consultants helped refinance 

¤175m of loans in 2009 and improve profitability, continuing to work with 

the business through to 2011.

The company is one of the largest independent manufacturers of 

transmissions, with a 2010 turnover of ¤3bn based on a volume of three 

million transmissions and one million axles. In September 2011 it sold its 

axle business to concentrate on its core transmission business, where it 

had a double digit market share in Western Europe in 2008.

Their transmissions business unit had been making losses in four of the 

five years between 2004 and 2008; revenue had been falling significantly 

during that time. A double digit million euro fall in gross profit in 2008 

amid rising material costs pushed directly through to similar drop in EBIT, 

as staff costs and depreciation increased despite the lower turnover. In 

spite of positive operational cashflow, large investments meant that the 

company had needed almost ¤200m in financing in the five years to 

2008. At this stage, its problems became worse when demand in the 

automotive market fell sharply in the wake of the 2008-09 financial crisis, 

and creditors became reluctant to lend.

An international expansion had been funded largely through debt, and so 

the company was badly impacted by the credit shortage of the 2008-09 

financial crisis. Its banks asked Roland Berger Strategy Consultants to 

assess the chances for a turnaround. To continue operating through 2009, 

the company needed additional liquidity of around ¤150m. Together 

with management, Roland Berger jointly defined measures across seven 

levers with an anticipated EBIT improvement of over ¤100m by 2011. 

A reduction in non-cash net working capital in 2009 had a positive high 

double digit million euro impact on its cash position. In the same year, 

creditors allowed a refinancing of loans totalling over ¤150m.

To deal with high operating costs associated with overcapacity in 2009,  

a workforce reduction of about 3% was conducted, mainly through 

terminating temporary contracts, voluntary redundancies, part time 

agreements and reductions in working hours. As sales recovered in 2010, 

these workforce reductions helped the company to keep cost increases 

disproportionately low, more than tripling gross profit.

Note: This case study was written and provided by Roland Berger Strategy 

Consultants.
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The world leader in financing advisory

Image: Bond issues for Rothschild’s 1900 4% £260,000 
Coquimbo railway loan (The Rothschild Archive)

Alibaba Group (2012)
  Advice on US$3bn acquisition  

 financing

Jimmy Choo (2011)
    Debt advice on Labelux’s 

acquisition of Jimmy Choo

ABP (2011)
    Advice on £2.5bn refinancing

Iceland Foods (2012)
    Debt advice on management’s c.£1.5bn 

acquisition of Iceland Foods

DS Smith Plc (2011)
    Advice on £610m 5-year bank facility

Nakheel (2011)
    US$15bn debt restructuring and US$7.3bn 

new money injectionAssociated
British Ports

www.rothschild.com

New Court, St Swithin’s Lane, London EC4N 8AL 
Telephone +44 (0)20 7280 5728
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Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP is a global law firm with a long-standing 

track record of successfully supporting the world’s leading national and 

multinational corporations, financial institutions and governments on 

groundbreaking and business-critical mandates. Our 2,500-plus lawyers 

deliver results worldwide through our own offices and alongside leading 

local firms. Our commitment, local and multinational expertise and business 

know-how mean our clients rely on us when it matters most.

David Trott

Head of Banking

+44 (0)20 7832 7058

david.trott@freshfields.com

 

Sean Lacey

Banking Partner

+44 (0)20 7832 4673
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Banking Partner
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Ken Baird

Head of Restructuring and Insolvency
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ken.baird@freshfields.com
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working in 47 offices in 35 countries worldwide, we have successful 

operations in all major international markets. The strategy consultancy  

is an independent partnership exclusively owned by about 220 Partners.
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Rothschild provides impartial, expert advice to corporations, governments, 

institutions and individuals. With 1,000 advisers in 40 countries around 

the world, our scale, reach, intellectual capital and local knowledge enable 

us to develop relationships and deliver effective solutions to our clients, 

wherever their business takes them. We deliver more transactions than 

any other adviser, while remaining only as good as our last assignment. 

This has been true for more than 200 years; and it is why we are leaders 

in financial advice, worldwide.
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Debtwire provides actionable intelligence and research on High Yield and 

Distressed credits, analysing  each situation to identify the most pertinent 

issues and delivering insights from informed sources. As an independent 

organisation, our experienced team generates unbiased and value-added 

intelligence for our clients. Debtwire was been built in conjunction with The 

Mergermarket Group’s customer base of hedge funds, proprietary trading 

desks, high yield fund managers and the restructuring departments of 

the major law firms and investment banks. The Debtwire team comprises 

individuals with backgrounds in credit analysis, financial journalism. 

To find out more please visit:

www.debtwire.com
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